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Abstract: The International Piping integrity Research Group (IPIRG) Programme was an international
group programme managed by the US Nuclear Replatory Commission (LIS NRC) and was aimed at
developing a better understanding f the fracture behaviour of pressurised nuclear plant piping. The
second stage LPIRG experiments 3PIRG-2) ncluded the development of data for the verification of
fracture analyses for racked pipes and fittinIgs subjected to dynamic and/or cyclic load histories. This
paper describes the results of work undertaken on aalysing selected IPIRG-2 experiments using the
UK R6 fiacture assessment methodology. Te level of conservatism of the R6 methodology is
presented by comparing predicted appried bending moments at initiation and instability with the
experimentally determined alues.
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1. The Essence of the paper

This paper is concerned with applying the UK R6 defect assessment
methodology (Reference 1) to selected piping experiments performed in the IPIRG-
2 programme. The results of the study show the ability of the R6 methodology to
conservatively evaluate initiation and instability applied bending moments
observed in the experiments.

2. Introduction

The International Piping Itegrity Research Group (IPIRG) Programme was
an international group prograrmne managed by the US Nuclear RegulatoryI:, C,
Commission (US NRC) and was aimed at developing a better understanding of the
fracture behaviour of pressurised nuclear plant piping. The IPIRG-2 Programme
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was a continuation of the first IPIRG Programme (IPIRG-1). The scope of PIRG-
2 included the development of data for the verification of fracture analyses for
cracked pipe and fittings subjected to dynamic and/or cyclic load histories.

The experiments analysed in this paper were 12 13 and 1-5, each one being
chosen from three groups of tests given in'Table I of Reference 2.

Table 1: Summary of ecimen
Experimental Parameters EXPT 1 -2 EXPT 1 3 EXPT 1 -5
Test Material A] 06 Grade A106 Grade SA358 Type 304

Carbon Steel Carbon Steel Stainless Steel
Material Identification DP2-F29 DP2-F23 -pipe DP2-A8

IP2-FE13 - elbow DP2-A8W7 - weld

Average Outside Pipe Diameter (2r.) 405.1 mm 406.7 mm - pipe 415.3 mm
412.7 mm - elbow

Average Pipe Wall Thickness (t) 24.8 mm 33.5 mm - pipe 25.8 mm
34.8 mm -elbow

Measured Crack Depth at Crack 14.9 m 23.2 mm 12.4 mm
entreline (a)

Crack Depth to Wall Thickness Ratio 0.529 0.684 0.495

(a/t)

Maximum Crack Depth (a.,) 18.3 mm 27.3 mm 12.4 rarn"I
Maximum Crack Depth to Wall 0.719 0.815 0.495

Thickness Ratio (a,,./t)

Surface-Crack Length on Inside pipe 587 mm 533.6 304.8

Surface (2c)
Isurface-Crack Len. ipe 0.526 0.495 0.267IC, rcumference(a) (2c/2irri)

(a) Based on the inside pipe diameter

7(b) For Expt 1-5 the maximum crack depth occurred at the centreline

The nominal pipe diameter was 406mm for these three experiments.

Experiments 12 and 13 were carried out on carbon steel pipe sections whereas

Experiment 1-5 was carried out on a stainless steel section, The crack in

Experiment 12 was located in a straight pipe section in base metal, the crack in

Experiment 13 was located in an elbow girth weld and the crack in Experiment 1-5

was located in a straight pipe section of weld aterial.
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The test conditions for each of te experiments were PWR conditions, i.e.
288oC temperature and 15.5 MPa pressure. Descriptions of the test parameters and
results for each of the experiments considered are described in detail in References
3 to .

A sununary of the test specimens is given in Table I and Table 2 gives the
initiation, surface penetration and maximum moments for the experiments. The
values are based on the best information available. Moments from Experiment 13
are shown at the crack centreli-ne and at 45' to the centreline. Tis is because the
crack locally penetrated the pipe wall thickness at one of the 45 degree locations
before the crack initiated at the centreline.

I Materials Properties

The tensile and fracture toughness properties for the materials of the pipe and
elbow specimens are given in Table 3 nd were taken from References 2 to 5. Both
quasi-static and dynamic values aTe included. The most conservative tensile
property values were used in each case. The fracture toughness properties used
were those corresponding to the material in which the crack was located. For
Experiment 13 the analysis was repeated with less conservative weld tensile
properties.

4. R6 Assessment

The R6 assessments were undertaken by the general Option I failure assessment
diagram (FAD) defined by the following relationship:

K = -0.14L,] [..3+0.7exp(-0.65L,6)], for L,< L,"'ax
K, = 0, jbr L > L.�ax

The cut-off is defined by L, = L,"' = uWay where cry is the yield stress and up-
is the flow stress defined as (cry+ cru12.

The calculations were carried out in an iterative way by way of EXCEL
spreadsheets using the FAD as a J-estianation scheme.

Results for the R6 assessments to calculate initiation moment are presented in
Table 4 Equivalent values for the instability (i.e. breakthrough) moment are
presented in Table 5. The amount of tearing predicted by R6 is also given in
Table .

For all but Experiment 1-2 the initiation bending moments evaluated using the
dynamic material properties have igher values than those from the quasi-static
material properties. This is mainly due to the fact that the reported yield stress for
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the dynamic conditions is greater than that reported for the quasi-static conditions
(Table 3. The opposite is true for Experiment 12.

The same pattern of higher bending moments using dynamic properties is
shown for the instability moment from Experiments 13 and 1-5. However for
Experiment 12, te quasi-static maximum. moment is greater than that resulting
from dynamic property calculations.

The reported experimental initiation moment values (Table 2 have been
incorporated into Table 4 for comparison with the R6 calculated values. Also
included in Table 4 are the ratios of experimental and R6 assessment initiation
moment. The ratios are areater than one in all instances except for Experiment 1-5
when using dynamic properties.

Table gives the R6 calculated -values of instability (ic breakthrough
moment together with the eported experimental instability moment values given in
Table 2 When considering the comparisons of the R6 predicted values of
instability moment with the corresponding experimental values it should be
remembered that no allowance for fatigue crack growth has been included in the
calculations.

It is worth noting that the maximum oments did not necessarily correspond
to the surface crack penetration moments. For example, in Experiment 1-5, the
maximum moment and the moment at surface crack penetration were 0776 and
0.514 Nm respectively. The R6 predicted values for instability moment of this
experiment are 0479 MNrn (quasi-static) and 0566 MNm (dynamic). The 6
predicted values were therefore close 'Lo the surface breaking break-through
(instability) moment seen in the experiment. R6 predicted 2 m of tearing before
instability was reached for both quasi-static and dynamic material properties. The
exact experimental moment of crack initiation could not be determined for
Experiment 1-5. However, based on the moment time data, it was estimated that
the crack initiated less than a second before maximum moment occurred and
therefore it is likely that any stable crack growth would have been minimal.

The R6 values of instability moment calculated for Experiment 1-3
significantly uriderpredicted the values seen in the experiment when using the
elbow base tensile properties 0211-0.291 Nin (predicted) compared with
0.668 NMm experimental)). The reason for the greater difference between the
predicted and the experimental results for this elbow experiment, compared with
straight pipe experiments, is thought to be due to the assumed wall thickness and
crack depth for the elbow girth weld experiment. R6 predicted only 0.5 mm of
tearing prior to instability.
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When considering the pipe weld properties the R6 predicted instability moment
increased to 0405 and 0478 NfNm for quasi-static and dynamic material
properties respectively. The tearing increased to 1.5 mm and the ratio of
experimental to R6 predicted values were 165 and 14. The maximum moment in
the experhent occurred later than the initiation, signifying that some tearing had
occurred before the specimen failed.

For Experiment 12 surface crack penetration occurred at the maximum
moment of 0476 MNrn. The R6 analysis predicted the instability moment to be
the same as the initiation moment of 0205 MNrn (quasi-static), 0173 MNm
(dynamic). This is the only case where the moment calculated from quasi-static
material properties is a closer prediction of the experimental result than that
calculated using dynamic properties. Both the R6 prediction and the experimental
results signified no tearing before breakthrough occurred.

5. Conclusions

1. The R6 method gave generally conservative underpredictions of initiation moment.
The experimental ad calculated value f initiation moment ratios ranged from 094 to
3.27. With the exception of Experiment 12, the greatest differences were seen when
quasi-static material properties ere considered as opposed to dynamic properties
(Table 4.

2. Large conservatism was generally seen in the R istability assessments, particularly
for Experiment 13 (Table 5). An experiment to R6 calculated instability moment ratio
of 316 was obtained when quasi-static base proper-ties were considered for this
experiment. The greater conservatism in the analysis of this experiment is thought in
part to be due to the wall thickness and crack depth assumed for the analysis in
addition to conservative material properties.
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